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Abstract
Firms are increasingly turning to social media platforms for complaint handling. Previous research and practitioners’ reports
highlight the benefits of complaint handling on social media, urging firms to provide prompt and detailed responses to complaints.
However, little research has explored the possible drawbacks of such practices, especially when responses inadvertently further
publicize complaints. Utilizing two unique data sets in a series of observational and quasiexperimental analyses, this research
provides the first evidence of “complaint publicization” in social media, a phenomenon in which firm responses to complaints on
popular social media platforms increase the potential public exposure of complaints. This negative effect can outweigh any positive
customer care–signaling impact from firm responses. The authors show that a response strategy that engenders a high level of
complaint publicization (e.g., providing detailed responses through multiple communication exchanges with a complainant) could
negatively impact perceived quality and firm value, diminish the positive impact of a firm’s own posts, and increase the volume of
future complaints. Additional analyses reveal that these adverse impacts are stronger for firms that are targeted by retail
investors. The authors also uncover specific response strategies and styles that could mitigate these effects.
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Consumers and firms are increasingly using social media plat-

forms such as Twitter for complaining and for responding to

complaints (hereinafter, “complaint-response commu-

nications”). For example, according to Brandwatch (Smith

2020), complaint-response communications on Twitter have

increased 250% in the two years leading to 2018. Further

growth in the popularity and use of social media as a complaint

channel is expected as younger generations become consumers

(Alcántara 2020). Social media is also a major source of infor-

mation for investors in publicly traded firms (Borah et al. 2020;

Colicev et al. 2018; Lee, Hutton, and Shu 2015). Therefore,

both complaint-response communications and information

seeking about a firm are increasing on major social media plat-

forms. As a result, the dynamics of complaint-response com-

munications on these platforms may impact firm value, an issue

that has not yet attracted sufficient scholarly attention. Explor-

ing this relationship has important managerial implications,

given that enhancing shareholder value is viewed as the ulti-

mate purpose of marketing (e.g., Srivastava, Shervani, and

Fahey 1998).

A rich stream of research has demonstrated the benefits of

complaint handling on social media. For example, complaint

handling has been found to have a positive impact on word of

mouth (WOM) and purchase intentions (Hogreve, Bilstein, and

Hoerner 2019), restaurant check-ins (Kumar, Qiu, and Kumar

2018), and subsequent ratings (Wang and Chaudhry 2018).

These positive effects stem from the fact that firm responses

in the public sphere of social media potentially mitigate the

complaint’s negative impact (e.g., Chung et al. 2020). For

example, Chen et al. (2019, p. 83) call the impact of firm

responses a “mitigating effect”: “[Because firm responses to

complaints] mitigate the impact of negative reviews, they may

increase future sales.” Similarly, Kumar, Qiu, and Kumar

(2018, p. 851) argue that firm responses “can improve, though

not completely eliminate, the damage created by the negative

review.” In light of these findings, academics and practitioners
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alike recommend that firms, almost unconditionally, be respon-

sive on social media and urge them to respond to complaints in

a prompt and detailed manner (e.g., Hogreve, Bilstein, and

Hoerner 2019; Kowalewicz 2019; Maerowitz 2018). Little

research, however, has explored the possible pitfalls of com-

plaint handling on social media. More specifically, research has

ignored an important boundary condition to prior findings: firm

responses to complaints might increase the potential public

exposure of complaints, complicating the effects of a firm’s

complaint handling strategies. Our study strives to shed light

on this boundary condition.

While the visibility of complaints can impact perceptions

about a firm, some design features in popular social media

increase complaints’ visibility once the firm responds to those

complaints (hereinafter, “complaint-publicizing features”). A

notable example is Twitter. First, when a firm responds to a

complaint on Twitter, the complaint (which previously had

only been visible to the followers of the complainant) will be

displayed at the top of the firm’s Twitter page, which is the

most prime display location on the firm’s page, along with

the firm’s response and the firm’s own tweets. This allows

the complaint to potentially reach a much larger audience.1

Second, a firm’s response to an existing complaint-response

communication (i.e., the firm replying to an existing commu-

nication exchange between a complainant and the firm) pro-

motes the whole thread back to the top of the firm’s Twitter

page. This seemingly trivial design feature of prominent social

media platforms such as Twitter may have an important impli-

cation. Responding to complaints on such platforms inadver-

tently increases the complaints’ potential public exposure. We

call this phenomenon “complaint publicization.”

Notably, the findings of prior research may not generalize to

contexts like Twitter, given that prior literature has studied

platforms where a complaint, once posted, is visible to observ-

ers, and the firm’s response does not alter its visibility. How-

ever, the assumption that a complaint is readily visible does not

hold on platforms such as Twitter, where the visibility of com-

plaints changes after a response. Firm responses on such plat-

forms may have a complaint-publicizing effect in addition to a

positive, customer care–signaling impact.

Complaint publicization could have adverse consequences

for firms. Firms’ social media pages are public channels, and

visiting them is common among social media users. For exam-

ple, Twitter reports that one of the top two actions users take

after being exposed to a brand name on Twitter is visiting the

brand’s Twitter page (Midha 2014). A high volume of

complaint-response communication, which can happen as a

result of a just-in-time and detailed response strategy (e.g.,

providing detailed responses through multiple communication

exchanges with a complainant) in periods of high complaint

activity, can turn the top and most visible portion of a firm’s

page into a complaint arena, facilitating observers’ exposure to

complaints with minimal effort.2 Exposing visitors to a social

media page replete with consumer complaints could prove

harmful to the firm for two reasons. First, exposure to com-

plaints can harm perceptions of brand quality, a prediction that

is grounded in the existing literature (e.g., Dellarocas 2006).

Second, exposure to complaints may encourage observers to

complain too (Hewett et al. 2016), creating a negativity spiral.

Complaint publicization can thus influence a firm’s value,

given that investors’ decisions are influenced by factors that

can impact attitudes about a firm (Colicev et al. 2018; Mizik

and Jacobson 2008) and by the overall sentiment about a firm

on social media (e.g., Nguyen, Calantone, and Krishnan 2020).

We integrate various streams of research to predict that firm

responses to complaints on social media platforms with

complaint-publicizing features can negatively influence firm

value and negatively moderate the positive impact of a firm’s

own posts (e.g., its tweets). Utilizing two unique data sets

related to firm pages on Twitter, an observational and a qua-

siexperimental study provide strong support for our hypotheses

and offer several additional insights. Our research provides

important contributions to the literature.

First, it reveals an overlooked phenomenon in online com-

plaint handling: complaint publicization by firms and its nega-

tive impacts on important outcomes such as perceived quality,

daily abnormal returns, Tobin’s q, and the volume of future

complaints. Our results show that a response strategy that leads

to lower complaint publicization is associated with daily abnor-

mal returns that are, on average, as much as 14% higher than

daily abnormal returns associated with a response strategy that

engenders higher complaint publicization. Our findings add to

the existing literature on social media complaint handling,

which has so far mostly focused on how firm responses

mitigate the adverse impact of complaints. This research also

contributes to a stream of literature that explores the contingen-

cies of the effectiveness of a firm’s complaint handling efforts

(in the offline environment; Morgeson et al. 2020). We caution

firms against following one-size-fits-all strategies when

responding to complaints on social media. According to our

results, employing seemingly effective and well-accepted

response strategies (e.g., providing timely and detailed

responses) without considering their complaint-publicizing

implications could have serious repercussions on some social

media platforms. For example, in 2016, Delta airlines decided to

shut down its customer service Twitter page (@DeltaAssist) and

announced that it would provide customer service using its pri-

mary page (@Delta). Our results suggest that such a move could

increase the potential public exposure of complaints and have

negative consequences, given that users are more likely to visit a

firm’s primary Twitter page than its customer service page.

1 In Study 2, we provide model-free evidence that consumer complaints to

which the firm responds (and are thus published on the firm’s Twitter page)

receive significantly more likes than complaints that do not receive a firm

response.

2 As part of Study 2, we provide direct evidence for this: a higher volume of

firm responses to complaints leads to a larger portion of the firm’s Twitter page

being occupied by complaints.
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Second, the current research is the first to document how

firm responses to complaints can diminish the impact of a

firm’s own posts (e.g., its tweets). While firms frequently uti-

lize social media platforms for both posting original content

(e.g., Borah et al. 2020) and handling complaints (e.g., Wang

and Chaudhry 2018), limited research attention has been paid

to how these two modes of communication may influence each

other. The suppressive effect revealed in this research is oppo-

site to the documented impact of responses on platforms that do

not have complaint-publicizing features, such as Facebook

(Chung et al. 2020).

Third, this research provides the first evidence of differ-

ences in the impact of online complaint handling on the value

of firms whose investors are primarily retail versus institutional

investors. We find that the relative negative impact of com-

plaint publicization is stronger for firms that are major trading

targets for retail (vs. institutional) investors, consistent with

these investors being more sensitive to public media informa-

tion (Peress and Schmidt 2020). According to our results, pur-

suing a response strategy that leads to lower complaint

publicization can lead to around 30% higher daily abnormal

returns for firms that are more heavily targeted by retail inves-

tors than for those targeted by institutional investors.

Finally, our research contributes to the literature on causal

inference from observational data (e.g., Wang and Chaudhry

2018) by introducing product recalls as a context that, along

with a matching approach to correct for unparalleled trends,

could reasonably isolate the impact of different complaint han-

dling strategies.

Theoretical Background

To understand how complaint publicization (resulting from

firm responses) may impact firm value, we draw on and inte-

grate recent research on the online primacy effect, the literature

of negativity bias, and research on the differential impact of

firm- versus consumer-initiated information.

Online Primacy Effect

Recent research explores the importance of the position of

online content items (Abhishek, Hosanagar, and Fader 2015;

Ghose, Goldfarb, and Han 2013; Ghose, Ipeirotis, and Li 2014).

This research documents a strong online primacy effect.

Ceteris paribus, items positioned in prime display locations

have a higher impact. For example, in their study of a travel

search engine, Ghose, Ipeirotis, and Li (2014) demonstrate that

a hotel that ranks higher on a search engine results page and

thus appears at a higher screen position receives more clicks.

Similarly, Abhishek, Hosanagar, and Fader (2015) find that

search ads featured in top positions receive a disproportionately

larger number of clicks than ads in lower positions. These

effects are attributed to search costs: consumers need to exert

more cognitive and physical effort while scrolling down a list

of items (Ghose, Goldfarb, and Han 2013).

In line with the online primacy effect, we predict that the

promotion of a complaint (or an existing complaint-response

communication) to the most prime display location on the

firm’s page (due to the firm’s response to it) should increase

the complaint’s public exposure and impact. However, the

online primacy effect alone cannot explain the impact of firm

responses to complaints. This is because firm responses pub-

licize both complaints and firm responses to those complaints

and, thus, it is not clear whether the negative, complaint-

publicizing impact of firm responses or the positive customer

care–signaling effect of the responses will dominate. Next, we

discuss underlying theories that may explain which of these

two scenarios is more plausible.

Negativity Bias

A rich body of marketing research has documented the asym-

metric impacts of negative and positive information (e.g., Herr,

Kardes, and Kim 1991; Mittal, Ross, and Baldasare 1998).

Negative information (e.g., consumer complaints; Diamond

2015; Hewett et al. 2016) tends to be more impactful than

neutral and positive information (e.g., firm responses). This

negativity bias stems from humans’ tendency toward loss aver-

sion (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), where losses are psycho-

logically weighted more heavily than gains (Mittal, Ross, and

Baldasare 1998). In the context of online consumer communi-

cations, positive online reviews have been found to be less

valued than negative consumer reviews (Chen and Lurie

2013). Similarly, Van Dieijen et al. (2019) show that the impact

of a shock to negative WOM on stock return volatility is stron-

ger than the impact of a shock to positive WOM. In line with

this literature, we argue that complaints (which tend to be

negatively toned) may deliver a stronger impact than firm

responses (which tend to be nonnegatively toned). Comple-

menting the negativity-bias literature, the literature on firm-

versus consumer-initiated information may further help us

understand the overall impact of firm responses to complaints.

Firm- Versus Consumer-Initiated Information

Consumers’ communications and firms’ communications dif-

fer in their perceived credibility, which has important ramifica-

tions for the impact of each type of content. Consumer-initiated

communications tend to be perceived as more credible than

firm-initiated communications and claims (Campbell and

Kirmani 2008; Colicev et al. 2018; Friestad and Wright

1994). Consumers tend to look with suspicion at firm-

initiated communications (which are often intended to posi-

tively influence consumers and to persuade them to make a

purchase). By contrast, consumer-initiated communications

(e.g., complaints) tend to be perceived as more credible

accounts of the quality of a firm and its products (You, Vadak-

kepatt, and Joshi 2015). Consumer-initiated communications

also are perceived as more diagnostic. For example, a consu-

mer’s complaint generally has more informational content than

a firm’s response, which mainly contains follow-up questions

3Golmohammadi et al.



or apologies (Einwiller and Steilen 2015; Goh, Heng, and

Lin 2013).

Hypothesis Development

Studies across disciplines demonstrate that social media is an

important source of information to investors (e.g., Blanke-

spoor, Miller, and White 2013; Borah et al. 2020; Lee, Hutton,

and Shu 2015), impacting both retail and institutional investors

(e.g., Nguyen, Calantone, and Krishnan 2020). Accordingly,

complaint publicization on social media can potentially impact

investors’ views of a firm and, as a result, a firm’s value. As

explained previously, complaint publicization results from firm

responses to complaints conceding the prime display location

on a firm’s social media page to the complaints. This happens

through (1) displaying the complaint-response communication

at the top of the firm’s social media page when the firm

responds to a new complaint and (2) promoting an existing

complaint-response communication back to the top of the page

when the firm responds again to it. We predict that the nega-

tive, complaint-publicizing impact of firm responses outweighs

their positive, customer care–signaling impact, leading to an

overall negative impact on firm value, for two reasons.

First, in line with the literature on the online primacy effect,

conceding the top of a firm’s social media page to complaint-

response communications could substantially increase their

public exposure, negatively impacting perceived quality. Even

though nonnegative firm responses accompany the publicized

complaints, negativity bias suggests that the overall impact will

still be negative. Moreover, because the negative content

(i.e., the complaint) is generated by consumers, whereas the

accompanying nonnegative content (i.e., the response) is gen-

erated by the firm, the overall impact (e.g., on perceived qual-

ity) is likely to be negative, given the higher perceived

credibility and diagnosticity of consumer-initiated information.

Given that a negative impact on perceived quality can then

influence the firm’s future profitability and success (Colicev

et al. 2018; Mizik and Jacobson 2008; Tirunillai and Tellis

2014), we expect firm responses to complaints to negatively

impact firm value. Consistent with this idea, previous research

has shown that exposure to consumer complaints negatively

impacts other consumers’ attitudes about a firm (Colicev

et al. 2018; Culotta and Cutler 2016; Dellarocas 2006; Ho,

Wu, and Tan 2017). Moreover, anecdotal evidence indicates

that firms try to decrease observers’ exposure to complaints out

of concern that these complaints can damage observers’ atti-

tudes (Einwiller and Steilen 2015).

Second, according to the “negativity spiral” effect, com-

plaints lead to more complaints (Hewett et al. 2016). As such,

the complaints displayed at the top of a firm’s social media

page can ignite additional complaints. A firm’s reaction (i.e.,

responsiveness) to this increasing volume of complaints can

turn the firm’s social media page into a perpetual complaint

arena, which encourages further complaints, leading to a

vicious cycle. As a result, the negativity spiral could create

an “echo chamber for complaints” that becomes loud enough

to grab investors’ attention, especially due to the virality of

negative content. Moreover, investors increasingly monitor

firm-related social media conversations and consumer senti-

ments through social media aggregator services, such as Data-

minr and Infegy (Nguyen, Calantone, and Krishnan 2020),

which are likely to pick up on the increasingly negative social

media sentiment about a firm. Drawing on these two reasons,

we hypothesize:

H1: Firm responses to complaints on platforms with

complaint-publicizing features negatively impact firm

value.

Given the potential for complaint publicization, we expect

firm responses to complaints to moderate the impact of a firm’s

own posts (e.g., its tweets) too. This is because when a firm

responds to a complaint—on Twitter, for example—the

complaint-response communication is displayed on the firm’s

Twitter page, along with the firm’s own tweets. This colloca-

tion may influence the effectiveness of the firm’s tweets

because, according to the literature on integrated marketing

communication, the effectiveness of a given communication

content is influenced by the presence of other content (Batra

and Keller 2016). The negative content of a complaint about a

firm can, in fact, conflict with the content of the firm’s own

tweets, especially because many firm tweets use promotional

language to build a positive image (Borah et al. 2020; Hewett

et al. 2016).3 For example, a firm’s tweet highlighting a prod-

uct’s quality could be displayed adjacent to a consumer com-

plaint about the same product. The literature streams on

negativity bias and firm- versus customer-initiated information

suggest that the collocation of consumer complaints with firm

tweets may suppress the positive impact of firm tweets on

perceived quality and, as a result, on firm value. Drawing on

the preceding discussion, we hypothesize:

H2: Firm responses to complaints on platforms with

complaint-publicizing features diminish the positive impact

of the firm’s posts on firm value.

Moreover, given that we argued that complaint publiciza-

tion underlies the negative impacts of firm responses to com-

plaints, we hypothesize:

H3: Compared with a response strategy that engenders a

lower level of complaint publicization, a response strategy

that engenders a higher level of complaint publicization

more negatively impacts firm value.

3 Not all firm tweets are persuasive. However, given that the majority of a

firm’s tweets are positive and persuasive, on average, the content of complaints

may interfere with the content of firm tweets. In our data set, the standardized

average valence of firm tweets and consumer complaints are .43 and �.62,

respectively. Given the possible range for standardized valence scores (i.e.,

[�1, 1]), this indicates a large difference between the valence of firm tweets

and consumer complaints.
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H4: Compared with a response strategy that engenders a

lower level of complaint publicization, a response strategy

that engenders a higher level of complaint publicization

more strongly diminishes the positive impact of the firm’s

posts on firm value.

We begin with Study 1, an observational study that explores the

impact of firm responses to complaints on firm value (Tobin’s

q), perceived brand quality, and the effectiveness of the firm’s

own posts. This study tests H1 and H2. Study 2, which utilizes a

quasiexperimental approach, explores the underlying mechan-

ism that drives the first study’s observed associations. Study 2

employs a more controlled setting than Study 1, allowing for

better identification of the impact of complaint publicization as

the proposed mechanism and allows for tests of H3 and H4.

Moreover, this study provides additional support for H1 and

H2 (as reported in the Web Appendix). The two studies are

mutually informing. The first provides higher external validity

through employing an inclusive sample (375 S&P 500 firms),

while the second provides better experimental control, albeit in

a smaller set of 107 firms in a more limited set of industries.

Table 1 and Figure 1 provide an overview of the two studies.

Study 1

Study 1 utilizes a unique data set of S&P 500 firms’ Twitter

communications, brand equity, financial, and accounting data

to test H1 and H2. Specifically, this study explores whether the

volume of firm responses on Twitter negatively impacts per-

ceived quality and Tobin’s q, and whether it diminishes the

impact of the firm’s own tweets. Twitter is an appropriate

context for at least three reasons: First, it is a platform with

complaint-publicizing features, so it allows us to test our

hypotheses. Second, investors react more strongly to commu-

nications on Twitter than on other social media platforms

(Bilinski 2019). Third, Twitter is one of the main social media

outlets for complaining and complaint handling. In addition to

platforms that provide analytics about communications on

Twitter, such as Dataminr and Infegy, many websites provide

real-time views of complaints about firms on Twitter (e.g.,

onholdwith.com).

Sample and Data

The S&P 500 is a popular index because the included firms

form a representative sample of established firms across a

diverse set of industries. We started with the firms listed on

the S&P 500 index in 2014. We examined each firm’s website

to identify its official Twitter page (if it had one) to ensure that

each page belonged to and was managed by the sample firms.

We identified 375 firms with a Twitter page at the time of data

collection. We then developed a Python engine for web scrap-

ing to collect information from Twitter. We downloaded all of

the communications on each firm’s Twitter page during 2014

and 2015.4 We then categorized these communications into two

groups: tweets and firm responses.

The independent variables are the volume of firm tweets and

the volume of firm responses, aggregated into quarterly counts.

The dependent variable is quarterly Tobin’s q. Tobin’s q is a

forward-looking market value measure that captures both the

short-term performance and the long-term prospects of a firm

(Germann, Ebbes, and Grewal 2015). Importantly, Tobin’s q is

the most widely used measure for capturing changes in the

value of a firm’s intangible assets (Dotzel, Shankar, and Berry

2013), such as the equity that can be derived from the firm’s

social media communications. Using Tobin’s q is appropriate

for a sample like ours that includes firms from different indus-

tries (Montgomery and Wernerfelt 1988).

Table 1. Overview of Studies.

Study 1 Study 2

Sample S&P 500 firms Recall-stricken firms
Sample size 375 firms 107 firms
Context General

Industries include manufacturing, finance, communication,
wholesale and retail, and others

Product recalls
Focused on the following industries: auto, food and

drugs, manufacturing
Focal independent variable Volume of firm responses Response strategy
Dependent variables Tobin’s q, perceived brand quality Daily abnormal returns, volume of future complaints
Nature of the study Observational Quasiexperimental
Time period 2014–2015 2014–2018
Hypotheses tested H1 and H2 H3 and H4

Evidence of underlying
mechanism

— Complaint publicization

Moderators Volume of firm tweets Volume of firm tweets, thread size, retail/institutional
target, response styles

Characteristic Higher external validity Higher internal validity

4 Data collection took place in June 2016. Some sample firms had multiple

Twitter accounts. In those cases, we focused on the firm’s main Twitter

account. Dropping these firms from the sample does not change the results.

5Golmohammadi et al.
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We also followed extant research (Dotzel, Shankar, and

Berry 2013; Feng, Morgan, and Rego 2015; Josephson,

Johnson, and Mariadoss 2016; Tirunillai and Tellis 2012) and

controlled for a comprehensive set of potentially confounding

factors (for operationalizations, see Appendix A). Specifically,

we controlled for volume of WOM, average length of firm

tweets, advertising intensity, research and development

(R&D) intensity, competitive intensity, industry size, return

on assets, financial leverage, organizational slack, cost of

goods sold, and quarter dummies. Our final data set included

2,948 observations over eight quarters (for sample characteris-

tics, see the Web Appendix).

Model Development and Estimation

We estimated the following equation to test the impact of firm

responses on Tobin’s q:

Y it¼ a 0þ a 1 � tweet itþ a 2 � response itþ a 3 � tweet it

� response itþ a 4 �X itþ E it:
ð1Þ

In this equation, subscript i represents the firm, and sub-

script t represents the quarter. Y is Tobin’s q; a1 and a2 repre-

sent the main effects of the volume of firm tweets and the

volume of firm responses, respectively. The interaction

between the volume of firm tweets and the volume of firm

responses is represented by a3, while a4 captures the effects

of the vector of control variables. Finally, E is an error term.

Before estimating the model, we conducted an augmented

Dickey–Fuller unit root test to determine whether any variable

exhibited nonstationary behavior and thus should enter the

model in differences. The test identified only R&D intensity

as evolving, so we included the first-difference of this variable

in the model. We also standardized variables to help in

interpretation and to reduce possible multicollinearity (e.g.,

Josephson, Johnson, and Mariadoss 2016).

A firm’s behavior on social media may be influenced by

unobserved factors, raising concerns of endogeneity. Although

we have controlled for important variables that can impact firm

value, other variables may simultaneously influence a firm’s

behavior on social media and impact the firm’s value, render-

ing our independent variables endogenous. To address endo-

geneity concerns, we estimated our model using a control

function approach (Petrin and Train 2010), which has been

widely applied in previous marketing research (e.g., Eilert

et al. 2017; Saboo, Kumar, and Anand 2017). We utilized this

approach to account for the possible endogeneity of the volume

of firm tweets, volume of firm responses, volume of WOM, and

advertising intensity. In this approach, a control variable for

unobserved variables is included in the regression model to

decrease the correlation between the potentially endogenous

variables and the error term (Petrin and Train 2010). First, a

separate estimation is made for each endogenous variable. In

our case, this means four estimations for the four potentially

endogenous variables. In each of the four estimations, the endo-

genous variable is regressed on the set of control variables of

Equation 1, as well as a variable that correlates with the endo-

genous variable (i.e., a relevant instrument) but does not

directly correlate with the unobserved drivers of firm value

(i.e., it satisfies the exclusion restriction criterion). Second, the

predicted residuals from these four estimations are included in

Firm Response

• Perceived Quality 
(Study 1)

• Firm Value (H1 and H3)
(Studies 1 and 2)

• Effectiveness of Firm Posts (H2 and H4)
(Studies 1 and 2)

• Volume of Future Complaints
(Study 2) 

Study 1
(−)

Firm Response 
Strategy

(−)
Study 2

Mechanism 
Tests

(Study 2)
Average Hourly 
Publicity Ratio

Average Thread 
Size

Being a Target 
for Retail 
Investors

(+)

(−)

Table 2 

Table 3 (Models 
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4)

Table 3 
(Model 

3.5)

Response Style: 
• Response timeliness 
• Intensity of explanation 
• Intensity of empathy

Table 4

(−)
Table 3 

(Model 3.6)
(−)

Figure 1. Overview of Studies 1 and 2.
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the main regression model. This approach enables us to esti-

mate unbiased coefficients and mitigate endogeneity concerns

(Eilert et al. 2017).

To identify variables that satisfy these conditions, we

followed prior research and used industry-based excluded vari-

ables (Germann, Ebbes, and Grewal 2015; Saboo, Kumar, and

Anand 2017). Specifically, for the volume of firm tweets

(responses), we used the average volume of tweets (responses)

by peer firms as the instrumental variables. Peer firms are those

in the same two-digit Standard Industrial Classification code as

the focal firm (Germann, Ebbes, and Grewal 2015). For firm i

in industry j (which includes Nj firms), we calculated this vari-

able as the sum of the volume of firm tweets (responses) by the

firms in industry j, other than firm i, divided by Nj � 1.

We believe the industry’s average communication is a good

instrumental variable for two reasons. First, peer firms’ beha-

vior can have a normative effect, especially because peer firms

face similar market conditions (Germann, Ebbes, and Grewal

2015). In addition, given the lack of clear guidelines regarding

the appropriate volume of firm tweets (responses), firms are

likely to imitate their peers, a prediction that is supported by

previous marketing strategy research (e.g., Saboo, Kumar, and

Anand 2017) and is consistent with institutional isomorphism

theory (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Thus, an industry-based

instrumental variable is relevant. Moreover, in our analysis, a

large number of firms are peer firms for a focal firm. As such, it

is unlikely that the average behavior (e.g., tweets and

responses) of these firms correlates with firm-level omitted

variables that can impact a focal firm’s value (e.g., organiza-

tional culture; Germann, Ebbes, and Grewal 2015; Saboo,

Kumar, and Anand 2017), and thus, the proposed instruments

should meet the exclusion restriction criterion. Similarly, we

used the average volume of WOM and the average advertising

intensity in a firm’s industry as instruments for the volume of

WOM and advertising intensity, respectively.

In the first stage of the control function approach, we esti-

mated the following four equations:

tweet it¼ b 01iþ b 11 �Ave Ind tweet itþ b 21 �X itþ m 1it; ð2Þ

response it¼ b 02iþ b 12 �Ave Ind response itþ b 22 �X itþ m 2it;

ð3Þ

Adv it¼ b 03iþ b 13 �Ave Ind Adv itþ b 23 �X itþ m 3it; ð4Þ

WOM it¼ b 04iþ b 14 �Ave Ind WOM itþ b 24 �X itþ m 4it: ð5Þ

In these equations, b01i, b02i, b03i, and b04i represent firm-

specific heterogeneity with regard to the volume of firm tweets,

the volume of firm responses, advertising intensity, and volume

of WOM, respectively. b11, b12, b13, and b14 capture the impact

of the industry’s average volume of firm tweets, volume of firm

responses, advertising intensity, and volume of WOM, respec-

tively. b21, b22, b23, and b24 capture the effects of a vector of

control variables. Finally, m1it, m2it, m3it, and m4it are random

error terms. After estimating these four models, we estimated

Equation 6. This equation is identical to Equation 1, except that

it includes the four predicted residuals from Equations 2, 3, 4,

and 5 (the vector d captures the effect of these four predicted

residuals).

Y it ¼ a 0þ a 1 � tweet itþ a 2 � response itþ a 3 � tweet it

� response itþ a 4 �X itþ d �m itþ E it:
ð6Þ

Study 1 Results

Variance inflation factors (VIFs) were all below 1.5, indicating

no issues with collinearity. The results presented in Panel A of

Table 2 confirm our predictions. Specifically, the results show

a positive association between the volume of firm tweets and

firm value, while the volume of firm responses is negatively

associated with firm value. This provides support for H1.

Importantly, the results also reveal a tension between firm

tweets and firm responses. In support of H2, we find that the

volume of firm responses diminishes the positive impact that

the volume of firm tweets has on firm value. Web Appendix

reports an analysis that demonstrates the robustness of these

findings to the correction for possible sample selection bias and

the inclusion of additional control variables. We also con-

ducted an additional analysis to explore the impact of firm

responses on perceived quality (for details, see the Web Appen-

dix). The results are reported in Panel B of Table 2 and are

consistent with the findings from the previous analysis: a

firm’s volume of responses to complaints negatively impacts

perceived quality and diminishes the impact of firm tweets on

perceived quality.

These findings provide indirect evidence of the complaint

publicization phenomenon and its impacts. Specifically, these

novel findings are consistent with our prediction that the neg-

ative complaint-publicizing impact of firm responses can out-

weigh their positive customer care–signaling impact, leading to

an overall negative effect of firm responses on firm value. This

points to the asymmetric impact of complaints relative to

responses and is in line with our integration of insights from

research on negativity bias (Mittal, Ross, and Baldasare 1998)

and on the influence of consumer-initiated information

(Colicev et al. 2018; Friestad and Wright 1994). These effects

are in contrast to findings from previous research that mostly

document a positive impact of firm responses to complaints

(on platforms such as TripAdvisor and Facebook; Chung

et al. 2020; Wang and Chaudhry 2018). Thus, the effects iden-

tified here highlight the complex and multifaceted nature of

firm responses to complaints, especially on social media plat-

forms with complaint-publicizing features.

Study 2: Role of Complaint Publicization

Study 1 provides evidence of the negative impact of firm

responses on perceived quality, firm value, and the effective-

ness of a firm’s own posts, providing support for H1 and H2.

That study, however, has several shortcomings. First, although

we controlled for an extensive list of variables, one might argue

that the observed negative impact on firm value is driven

7Golmohammadi et al.
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by other factors for which the study did not control. Firm

fundamentals could be such confounding factors. A higher vol-

ume of complaints (and complaint handling activity) might

result from an underlying issue, which could also decrease firm

value.

Second, Study 1 did not provide direct evidence of the role

of complaint publicization as the proposed underlying mechan-

ism behind the negative impact of firm responses. This is due to

the observational setting of the study, where causal confoun-

ders can hardly be controlled. We thus cannot draw any strong

causal inferences about the role of complaint publicization

from Study 1. Third, our preliminary findings give rise to

important questions: Do firm responses to complaints harm

firm value more for certain types of firms? In addition, how

can a firm mitigate complaint publicization and its adverse

effects? Finally, the use of Tobin’s q, the main dependent vari-

able of Study 1, has been criticized by recent research (Bendle

and Butt 2018). Therefore, employing an alternative dependent

variable can increase confidence in the findings. Study 2 is

designed to address these issues. Perhaps most importantly, it

rules out the confounding impact of firm fundamentals and

captures the nature and the impact of complaint publicization.

Our identification strategy in Study 2 entails a quasiexperi-

ment in which we employ a strict regimen of matching (see

Appendix B) to directly compare the impacts of two response

strategies that lead to differential levels of complaint publici-

zation. As such, this study provides tests of H3 and H4.

Identification Settings: Product Recalls

One of the best settings to study firm responses to complaints

is in the context of product recalls. Recalls occur when a

product is defective or dangerous, causing the manufacturer

to retrieve it from end consumers and distribution channels

(Chen, Ganesan, and Liu 2009). Importantly, a product recall

could lead to a spike in the volume of complaints (Hsu and

Lawrence 2016). Appendix C illustrates how such incidents

cause a spike in the volume of WOM (Panel A) and in the

volume of complaints (Panel B) about the firms in our data set.

As we describe subsequently, we utilized these complaint-

inducing events as opportunities to conduct several

difference-in-differences (DID), as well as difference-in-

difference-in-differences (DIDID) analyses.

Utilizing product recalls allows for clearer identification of

the impact of complaint publicization because it allows us to

account for the source of complaints (i.e., the recall) and to

objectively control for its severity. Specifically, using auto-

matic textual analysis of the complaints to identify the nature

and severity of the issue causing the complaints would be

challenging, subjective, and likely prone to errors. A benefit

of employing product recalls as a complaint-inducing shock is

that we can reasonably attribute complaints in the days follow-

ing the shock to a known source (i.e., a product recall with

known severity). Regulatory agencies such as the Consumer

Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Food and Drug Admin-

istration (FDA), and the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) provide measures of the severity of

a recall. We utilize these measures in our preanalysis matching

to control for the severity of the underlying issue causing the

complaints. Moreover, the impact of the type of recall is

absorbed by removing fixed effects in a DID (or DIDID)

estimation.

Quasiexperimental Design

We first collected a sample of product recalls of U.S. publicly

traded firms from three major sources that report product

recalls for the automobile, manufacturing, and food and drug

industries: the NHTSA, CPSC, and FDA, respectively. Overall,

we found 318 product recalls from 2014 to 2018 that were not

accompanied by other confounding events within a ten-day

window [�5d, þ5d] around the recall announcement.5 These

data were supplemented with a proprietary data set that

included daily social media communications of publicly traded

firms in the United States for the same period. A critical con-

sideration in building an appropriate sample was that the firms

use Twitter as their main social media platform for handling

complaints. We identified a firm as “mainly using Twitter for

complaint handling” if more than 70% of the total complaints

directed at the firm in the quarter leading to the recall were

communicated through Twitter. In our sample, 172 recalls

belonged to firms in this group. Therefore, the focus of the

study is on these 172 recalls belonging to 111 firms. We

focused on tweets and responses to complaints of these firms

in a ten-day window surrounding the recall.

When faced with a complaint, firms normally employ one of

two types of response strategies. Some firms respond to com-

plaints using a “closed-exchange” strategy, where a firm’s

response is limited to one public message that invites the com-

plainant to continue the complaint handling process in a private

mode (e.g., through direct message or email). Other firms

employ an “open-exchange” response strategy, where the com-

plainant and the firm engage in multiple exchanges (i.e., back-

and-forth messaging) on Twitter.6

This natural distinction in response strategies across the

firms in our sample provides an identification opportunity to

test the impact of complaint publicization in a quasiexperimen-

tal fashion. Specifically, on Twitter, whenever a firm responds

to a user’s tweet (or to an existing complaint-response thread),

the complaint-response communication appears at the top of

the firm’s page as the firm’s most recent communication. Thus,

using an open-exchange strategy leads to a given complaint-

response communication appearing multiple times at the top of

the firm’s Twitter page; every time the firm responds to the

existing thread, the communication reappears as the firm’s

5 We obtained confounding events from the Wall Street Journal, consistent

with prior literature (e.g., Chen, Ganesan, and Liu 2009).
6 In our final sample, a complaint on the Twitter page of firms utilizing an

open-exchange (vs. closed-exchange) response strategy entailed an average of

3.032 (vs. 1) exchanges between the firm and the customer (i.e., 3 [vs. 1] firm

responses).

9Golmohammadi et al.



most recent communication. For example, suppose a firm

employs an open-exchange response strategy, and three com-

munication exchanges happen between the firm and a complai-

nant. In this case, the complaint-response thread appears three

times at the top of the firm’s Twitter page. By contrast, if a firm

employs a closed-exchange response strategy, the complaint

and the firm’s response appear only once at the top of the firm’s

Twitter page. Consequently, the proportion of the space of a

firm’s Twitter page that is conceded to complaint-response

communications should be higher for firms utilizing an open-

exchange strategy than for firms utilizing a closed-exchange

strategy. In other words, an open (vs. closed) exchange

response strategy induces higher (vs. lower) complaint publi-

cization in our quasiexperimental design. As we discuss sub-

sequently, we test this assertion using a novel measure that

directly captures the publicity of complaints on a firm’s Twitter

page.

The main independent variable is firm response strategy. In

our analyses, we compare firms that addressed more than 75%
of consumer complaints using an open-exchange response

strategy (treatment group) against a matched group of firms

that received the same volume of complaints but addressed

more than 75% of them using a closed-exchange response

strategy (control group). Moreover, we explore the interaction

between response strategy and a firm’s tweets. Finally, we

explore the interaction between response strategy and three

response-style variables, namely, response timeliness, the

intensity of explanation, and the intensity of empathy in firm

responses. The main dependent variable is daily abnormal

returns. In a subsequent analysis, we utilize the volume of

future complaints as an alternative dependent variable.

Identification Strategy

Several aspects of our analyses serve to remove the impacts of

extraneous variables. First, we employed a strict regimen of

matching, which, at the cost of losing observations and power,

enabled us to better isolate the impact of response strategy and

to ensure that extraneous variables do not drive the observed

effects. Specifically, firms in the treatment and control groups

were matched on the basis of the preshock value of a wide

range of variables (Appendix B details the variables used for

matched-sample construction, as well as the rationale for their

inclusion). A matching with replacement was done using the

nearest neighbor following a propensity score matching

approach. Out of the 172 recalls in our sample, we could match

(with replacement) 107 recalls, and we eliminated the rest.7

Second, we controlled for an extensive list of variables at the

firm-, complaint-, and response-levels during the event window

(for details, see Appendix A). Third, by removing preshock

differences, the DID estimation significantly attenuates any

baseline differences between the control and treatment groups.

Fourth, the DID estimation removes the fixed effects of any

firm-specific variable that does not change during the narrow

temporal window of the analysis (i.e., [�5d, þ5d] around the

event). Fifth, we dropped observations with other major news

within the event window.8 Finally, the impact of the type of

product recall event is absorbed by removing fixed effects in

our model. Taken together, our identification strategy reduces

the likelihood that the key elements attributable to daily returns

(e.g., product quality, firm fundamentals) become causal con-

founders and ensures that observed differences between the

treatment and control groups can be reasonably attributed to

differential response strategies (which create different levels of

complaint publicization). As we show subsequently, the treat-

ment and control groups have parallel daily return trends prior

to the shock.

Model Specification

Our specification is as follows:

Y it¼ b �Open i� Post tþ g �X itþ a iþ y tþ E it; ð7Þ

where Y is the daily abnormal returns for brand i at day t; Openi

identifies whether brand i employs an open- or a closed-

exchange response strategy; and Postt is an indicator variable

that is equal to 1 for day t after the recall and 0 otherwise. The

coefficient of interest, b, measures the difference between dif-

ferences (the DID term) in daily abnormal returns before and

after product recalls between the treatment and control groups.

We also include ai and yt to control for brand and day fixed

effects, respectively (which absorb the direct effects of Openi

and Postt). Xit is the vector of time-varying control variables.

Study 2 Results

Main effects. VIFs in all models were below 1.5 (the highest VIF

was 1.384), indicating no issues with collinearity. Before

reporting the main results, we present the estimates from a

relative-time DID estimation in Table 3 to better examine the

validity of our parallel-trends assumption (Model 3.1). As the

estimates show, the DID coefficients (i.e., [t � m] � Open) are

insignificant in all but one of the days before the recall event,

while, for the four consecutive days after the recall event, the

coefficients (i.e., [t þ m] � Open) are significantly and nega-

tively associated with abnormal returns. This pattern shows that

the parallel-trends assumption reasonably holds. The Web

Appendix presents the interval plot for Model 3.1 to illustrate

this point. Table 3 (Model 3.2) summarizes our parameter esti-

mates for Equation 7. All significance levels are determined

using firm-clustered standard errors. We observe that firms that

address complaints using an open-exchange response strategy

7 A propensity score difference cutoff to keep a nearest neighbor was

determined as the highest acceptable distance based on which the statistical

difference between matching variables in the treatment and control groups is

insignificant (p > .10).

8 We found matches for 15 of the observations that were originally dropped

due to having other major news in their event windows. Including these

observations produced results that were qualitatively similar to our main

findings. These results are available upon request.
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have significantly lower abnormal stock returns in the days

following the event compared with firms that employ a

closed-exchange response strategy, in support of H3. We posit

that this negative impact is due to the higher level of complaint

publicization that results from an open-exchange response

strategy. Collectively, these estimates provide robust evidence

about the complaint publicization phenomenon and its impact.

These findings have important theoretical and managerial

implications that we detail in a subsequent section.

As discussed in the “Conceptual Development” section,

complaint publicization may also have a long-lasting impact

by igniting more complaints. This can create a vicious cycle

that can linger for extended periods, impacting more stationary

indices of performance, such as quarterly Tobin’s q (as

revealed in Study 1). To test this idea, we conducted an analysis

similar to our main analysis, but with the volume of future

complaints (in a window of 30 business days following the

event window) as the dependent variable (details are provided

in the Web Appendix). The results of this DID estimation are

presented in Table 3 (Model 3.3). Consistent with our predic-

tions, we find that an open-exchange response strategy (which

engenders higher complaint publicization) leads to a signifi-

cantly higher volume of future complaints when compared with

a closed-exchange response strategy. A firm’s responsiveness

to this increasing volume of complaints can turn the firm’s page

into a perpetual complaint arena, which would itself encourage

further complaints, leading to a vicious cycle. This negativity

spiral could adversely impact the overall sentiment about the

firm on the social media platform. Overall, these results indi-

cate that complaint publicization could have a lasting impact on

Table 3. The Impact of Response Strategy on Daily Abnormal Returns (Models 3.1 and 3.2), the Volume of Future Complaints (Model 3.3), the
Effectiveness of Firm Tweets (Model 3.4), and Causal Mechanism Tests (Models 3.5 and 3.6).

Dependent Variable

Model

3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6
Daily

Abnormal
Returns

Daily
Abnormal
Returns

Volume of Future
Complaints

Daily
Abnormal
Returns

Daily
Abnormal
Returns

Daily
Abnormal
Returns

Post � Open (DID, H3) �.084** (.026) .114*** (.028) �.091** (.032) �.078** (.029) �.081** (.029)
(t � 5) � Open .006 (.004)
(t � 4) � Open �.012y (.007)
(t � 3) � Open .005 (.004)
(t � 2) � Open �.010 (.006)
(t � 1) � Open .004 (.003)

Event Day Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline

(t þ 1) � Open �.081* (.04)
(t þ 2) � Open �.093** (.032)
(t þ 3) � Open �.046* (.019)
(t þ 4) � Open �.021y (.011)
(t þ 5) � Open .005 (.004)
Firm tweets .028* (.012)
Open � Post � Firm

tweets (H4)
�.022* (.009)

Open � Post �
Thread_size

�.029** (.010)

Open � Post � Retail �.108* (.048)
Window-time controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effect Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Wald’s w 6,712.56 5,823.32 3,815.77 7,498.85 5,644.82 5,158.94
N 1,177 1,177 214 1,177 1,177 968

yp < .1.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Window-time controls: number of followers of the firm’s Twitter account, volume of complaint tweets, valence of
complaint tweets, volume of noncomplaint tweets, valence of noncomplaint tweets, intensity of high arousal emotions (disgust, fear/anxiety, anger) in complaints,
intensity of low arousal emotion (sadness) in complaints, complaint complexity, complaint length, engagement with a complaint prior to firm response, time of day
when the complaint was tweeted, complaint-related firm responsiveness, non-complaint-related firm responsiveness, response timeliness, intensity of explanation
in firm response, intensity of empathy in firm response, intensity of apology in firm response, compensation in firm response, variation in response sequence, and
firm’s newsworthiness.
For brevity, we have excluded the coefficients for Firm tweets � Post and Firm tweets � Open from Model 3.4, the coefficients for Thread_size, Thread_size �
Open, and Thread_size � post from Model 3.5, and the coefficients for Retail, Retail � Open, and Retail � post for Model 3.6.
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the firm. Additional analyses (reported in the Web Appendix)

demonstrate the robustness of our results and provide addi-

tional insights.

Interaction effect. Study 1 indicates that firm responses to com-

plaints may diminish the positive impacts of a firm’s own

tweets. We argue that this suppressive effect may stem from

the collocation of firm tweets with consumer complaints on the

firm’s Twitter page. If this argument holds, an open-exchange

response strategy should lead to a stronger suppressive effect,

because this strategy engenders higher complaint publicization

when compared with a closed-exchange response strategy. This

should increase the frequency of firm tweets being collocated

with consumer complaints on the firm’s Twitter page. To test

this idea, we conducted a difference-in-difference-in-

differences (DIDID) analysis, which evaluates whether the

impact of a firm’s tweets is contingent on the DID term. This

DIDID term (Open � Post � Firm tweets) is similar to the

(firm tweets � firm responses to complaints) term in Study

1. The results are reported in Table 3 (Model 3.4). We find a

positive main effect of firm tweets on firm value, similar to

Study 1. Consistent with H4 and in line with our previous

findings, we also find a negative three-way interaction indicat-

ing that, when compared with a closed-exchange strategy, an

open-exchange response strategy more strongly diminishes the

positive impact of a firm’s tweets. This provides additional

evidence of the suppressive impact of complaint publicization.

Unfolding the Underlying Mechanism

Study 2’s quasiexperimental design provides evidence that

complaint publicization underlies the effect of firm responses

to complaints on daily abnormal returns and the volume of

future complaints. In this section, we provide additional evi-

dence consistent with this proposed mechanism.

Do firm responses impact the composition of a firm’s Twitter page
real estate? We developed a novel measure that directly captures

the publicization of complaints on a firm’s Twitter page, as

displayed on both desktop computers and mobile devices. Spe-

cifically, we measured the “average hourly publicity ratio of

complaints on a firm’s Twitter page” as the average ratio of

the firm’s Twitter page space (within three mouse scrolls on a

16-inch monitor with 100% zoom, and three screen-wide scrolls

on a 6-inch smartphone) that is occupied by complaints in a

given hour. We explored whether the average hourly publicity

ratio of complaints is significantly higher for the treatment

(open-exchange) group versus the control (closed-exchange)

group (for details, see the Web Appendix). Consistent with

our expectation, we find that firm responses to complaints do

affect the composition of a firm’s Twitter page real estate. The

results of two t-tests indicate that, compared with a closed-

exchange strategy, an open-exchange response strategy leads

to a significantly higher average hourly publicity ratio of

complaints on a 16-inch monitor (Mopen ¼ .58; Mclosed ¼ .33;

t ¼ 10.61; p < .001) and on a 6-inch smartphone (Mopen ¼ .82;

Mclosed ¼ .38; t ¼ 13.85; p < .01).

As we noted previously, the back and forth between a com-

plainant and the firm, and the subsequent promotion of the

complaint-response thread to the top of the firm’s page, should

be the reason that the open-exchange response strategy results

in lower daily stock returns. Consistent with this, the DID must

be stronger (more negative) as the daily average (complaint-

response) thread sizes increase. This is because a larger thread

(i.e., more back and forth between a firm and complainants),

leads to a given thread appearing at the top of the firm’s Twitter

page a greater number of times.9 This should lead to complaints

occupying a larger portion of a firm’s Twitter page at a given

time. Consistent with this idea, we find that the average hourly

publicity ratio of complaints for firms that employ an open-

exchange strategy, but with small average thread sizes

(i.e., close to 1; [1, 1.25]), is not different from that for the

firms that employ a closed-exchange strategy (Mopen ¼ .37;

Mclosed¼ .33; t¼ 1.15; p> .1). Nonetheless, firms that employ

an open-exchange strategy, but with larger average thread

sizes, have an average hourly publicity ratio that is significantly

higher than that for the firms that employ a closed-exchange

strategy (Mopen ¼ .66; Mclosed ¼ .33; t ¼ 16.37; p < .001).

Moreover, Table 3 (Model 3.5) presents a DIDID estimate,

which shows that the impact on abnormal returns becomes

larger as the daily average thread size increases. These findings

further confirm that complaint publicization is the mechanism

through which the open-exchange strategy leads to lower daily

returns. The findings reported in this section are also consistent

with the literature on the online primacy effect (Abhishek,

Hosanagar, and Fader 2015; Ghose, Ipeirotis, and Li 2014;

Ghose, Goldfarb, and Han 2013), which suggests that items

positioned at the most prime display locations enjoy a higher

impact. Extending this literature, our findings indicate that firm

responses to complaints negatively impact firm value because

firm responses concede the most prime display location on the

firm’s Twitter page to complaints, with a larger thread size

amplifying this pattern.

Does being displayed on a firm’s Twitter page increase the potential
public exposure of complaints? Given that it is almost impossible

to directly measure users’ exposure to the complaints displayed

on a firm’s Twitter page, we looked at a downstream conse-

quence of exposure: the number of “likes” a complaint

receives. If a firm’s Twitter page matters, in the sense that

observers pay attention to it, complaints that receive a firm

response (and are thus displayed on the firm’s Twitter page)

should receive, on average, more likes than complaints that

never receive a firm response (and thus are not displayed on

the firm’s Twitter page). Consistent with this conjecture, we

find that the average number of likes for complaints that never

received a firm’s response was .13, whereas this number was

9 The volume of complaints, a control variable in our model, partials out the

effect of the number of unique complaint-response communications.
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4.53 for complaints to which a firm responded. This pattern is

consistent with our implicit assumption that a complaint dis-

played on a firm’s Twitter page has a higher level of public

exposure.10

Another underlying assumption in the current research is

that the space of a firm’s social media page gives valuation

clues to investors, and that is why complaint publicization may

impact daily returns. While a direct test of such an underlying

mechanism may not be feasible, indirect evidence can be

obtained if the observed negative impacts are stronger for a

subset of firms whose investors rely more on informational

clues found on public media. According to the existing litera-

ture on stock trading, retail investors are more heavily influ-

enced by publicly available sources of information given their

limited access to professional means, such as Bloomberg term-

inals (Bukovina 2016). By contrast, institutional investors are

less influenced by individual pieces of information in public

media. Given their better access to information (e.g., profes-

sional databases, private information; Bukovina 2016) and their

higher level of sophistication, institutional investors’ decisions

are mostly driven by fundamental information about a firm.

Accordingly, we argue that if the observed effect on firm

value stems from differential levels of complaint publicization

across the two groups (i.e., open-exchange and closed-

exchange) and not from firm fundamentals, the effect should

be stronger for a subsample of firms targeted by retail investors.

To test this idea, we created a dummy variable (Retail) indicat-

ing whether the firm is primarily a target of retail or institutional

investors and estimated a model that includes this dummy and its

interaction with the DID term (the Web Appendix provides

details). The results, reported in Table 3 (Model 3.6), confirm

our predictions. Specifically, we find that the negative effect on

firm value of a response strategy that engenders higher com-

plaint publicization is stronger in the subsample of retail-target

firms. This finding provides further evidence that complaint

publicization impacts daily returns as the space of a firm’s page

gives valuation clues to investors.

Additional Insights

Moderating impact of firm response style. So far, we have pro-

vided strong evidence of the negative impacts of complaint

publicization resulting from a firm’s responses to complaints.

Furthermore, we have demonstrated that limiting public

complaint-response communications with a complainant (for

example, through a closed-exchange response strategy) leads

to lower levels of complaint publicization. To provide manag-

ers with additional practical insights, we explore whether cer-

tain response styles—namely, response timeliness and the level

of content customization of the response—can further mitigate

the negative impacts of complaint publicization. The former is

important, given the synchronous nature of social media and

consumers’ expectations of faster responses from firms on

social media (Amaresan 2019). The latter is important because

consumers react negatively to canned firm responses (Fehr,

Gelfand, and Nag 2010). That said, tailoring a response to a

specific complaint (e.g., by providing explanations and show-

ing empathy) is resource intensive and time consuming

(Kumar, Qiu, and Kumar 2018). Evidence of the role of these

response styles in mitigating the negative effect of complaint

publicization provides justification for a firm’s investment

in them.

To explore these boundary conditions, we conduct several

DIDID analyses to explore the moderating impact of response

timeliness, intensity of explanation, and intensity of empathy in

firm responses (for operationalizations, see Appendix A). The

results, reported in Table 4 (Models 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4),

indicate that responding promptly and with greater empathy

and explanations benefits firms that utilize a closed-exchange

response strategy more than firms that employ an open-

exchange strategy. This indicates that, even though the out-

come of the complaint handling effort is unclear to observers

when a closed-exchange response strategy is employed (due to

the switch to a private mode), timely and substantive responses

demonstrate the firm’s seriousness in effectively handling the

complaint.

Subsample comparison of open versus closed exchange strategies.
While our DID and DIDID analyses provide evidence of sig-

nificant differences between open- and closed-exchange stra-

tegies, it is imperative to explore separately the impact of firm

responses for firms following each strategy. To do so, we broke

down our sample into firms that addressed more than 75% of

consumer complaints using a closed-exchange response strat-

egy and those that addressed more than 75% of consumer com-

plaints using an open-exchange response strategy. We then

conducted two subsample analyses based on Study 1’s Equa-

tion 1, where the daily abnormal return for a period of 30

business days before the recall is the dependent variable.11

These analyses provide more tangible insights about the effec-

tiveness of each strategy.

The results are presented in Table 5. We find that for firms

that employ an open-exchange response strategy (Model 5.1),

the volume of responses to complaints negatively impacts firm

value and diminishes the impact of the firms’ tweets. Interest-

ingly, the impact of firm responses is markedly different for

firms that employ a closed-exchange strategy (Model 5.2). In

this case, the volume of responses to complaints positively

impacts firm value and reinforces the impact of the firms’ own

tweets. Thus, while a response strategy that overpopulates a

firm’s page with complaints (through multiple exchanges with

10 We acknowledge that being displayed on a firm’s Twitter page is not the

only factor that could impact the number of likes a complaint receives. In

addition, we do not claim that these complaints are similar in terms of their

characteristics.

11 We focus on a time period outside of the recall window because it enables us

to compare the results with those of Study 1, which was a not an event study.

Moreover, although the context of product recalls enabled us to study

complaint publicization in the previous analyses, focusing on another time

period can improve the generalizability of our analyses.
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each complainant) harms the firm, the firm benefits from a

response strategy that signals customer care, without allowing

complaints to dominate the firm’s Twitter page.

Discussion

This research shows how seemingly trivial design features on

popular social media, such as Twitter, can complicate com-

plaint handling. We use two unique data sets and conduct an

observational and a quasiexperimental study to show how firm

responses to complaints on a platform with complaint-

publicizing features can potentially lead to a host of adverse

effects, ranging from diminished perceived quality, Tobin’s q,

and daily abnormal returns to suppressed effectiveness of the

firm’s own posts and increased volume of future complaints.

Notably, we find that these effects are stronger for firms that

are trading targets for retail investors, given these investors’

reliance on public information.

Moreover, this research sheds light on the mechanism

behind these effects. It reveals the role of a unique phenom-

enon—complaint publicization—where firm responses to com-

plaints increase the potential public exposure of complaints by

conceding the real estate of the firm’s social media page to the

complaints. Complaint publicization can influence investors in

two important ways. First, it can negatively impact investors’

expectations of a firm’s future profitability and success, given

its negative effect on consumers’ perceived quality. Second, it

may engender a negativity spiral by encouraging more com-

plaints, which can adversely impact the overall sentiment about

the firm on the social media platform. Social media aggregator

services, which provide social media analytics to investors, are

likely to pick up on this increasingly negative social media

sentiment about a firm.

In our experimental approach, we rely on an identification

strategy that capitalizes on the natural distribution of open-

and closed-exchange response strategies, which result in

differential levels of complaint publicization. We show that a

closed-exchange response strategy may mitigate complaint

publicization and its negative impacts. Specifically, employing

a closed- (open-) exchange strategy leads to firm responses to

complaints positively (negatively) impacting daily abnormal

returns and reinforcing (diminishing) the positive impact of

firm posts. Furthermore, when responses are timely and sub-

stantive, a closed-exchange response strategy becomes even

more effective.

Contributions to Research

By exploring the complex nature of complaint handling on

social media, the current research makes several theoretical

contributions (see Table 6). First, the current work contributes

to the literature about online complaint handling by revealing

how firm responses to complaints can negatively impact firm

value and perceived quality and increase the volume of

14 Journal of Marketing 85(6)

Table 4. The Moderating Impact of the Intensity of Explanation in Firm Responses (Models 4.1 and 4.4), the Intensity of Empathy in Firm
Responses (Models 4.2 and 4.4), and Response Timeliness (Models 4.3 and 4.4).

Dependent Variable

Model

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4
Daily Abnormal

Returns
Daily Abnormal

Returns
Daily Abnormal

Returns
Daily Abnormal

Returns

Open � Post (DID, H3) �.087*** (.023) �.084*** (.019) �.081** (.025) �.082* (.033)
Explanation .009 (.007) .009 (.007)
Explanation � Open .004 (.003) .004 (.003)
Explanation � Post .030** (.010) .031** (.010)
Open � Post �

Explanation
�.021* (.01) �.020* (.010)

Empathy .011y (.006) .011y (.006)
Empathy � Open .008 (.005) .008 (.005)
Empathy � Post .027** (.010) .027* (.011)
Open � Post � Empathy �.019y (.01) �.010 (.010)
Timeliness .013* (.006) .013* (.006)
Timeliness � Open .003 (.002) .003 (.002)
Timeliness � Post .005 (.005) �.003 (.005)
Open � Post � Timeliness �.03y (.018) �.03y (.017)
Window-Time controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wald’s w 7,233.15 7,154.89 7,268.69 7,053.20
N 1,177 1,177 1,177 1,177

yp < .1.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. See Table 3 for controls.



complaints. The evidence on the negative impact of firm

responses to complaints departs from the existing literature,

which has mostly documented the positive impacts of these

responses (on platforms such as TripAdvisor, Yelp, and

Facebook; Chung et al. 2020; Kumar, Qiu, and Kumar

2018; Wang and Chaudhry 2018). These positive effects

stem from the role of firm responses on these platforms in

mitigating the negative impact of complaints (which are

already visible) without substantially increasing potential

public exposure of complaints. We show that firm responses

to complaints do not have a mitigating role on platforms

such as Twitter, where the visibility of complaints is chan-

ged by the firm’s response to them.

Second, limited existing evidence of the possible negative

impact of firm responses includes the impact of firm responses

in encouraging future complaints by the same complainant

(Ma, Sun, and Kekre 2015) and the role of offering compensa-

tion in increasing complaint virality (Herhausen et al. 2019).

The current work adds a new element to the online complaint

handling equation by revealing how a design feature of popular

social media platforms such as Twitter leads to a hitherto-

unknown phenomenon that we call “complaint publicization.”

We show that firm responses to complaints on such platforms

can impact the composition of a firm’s social media page,

increasing the potential public exposure of complaints. The

finding that a platform’s design features affect the dynamics

of complaint handling indicates that employing a uniform com-

plaint handling strategy across different platforms can have

unintended consequences. This finding is relevant to a body

of literature that shows that the effectiveness of (offline) com-

plaint handling may be moderated by exogenous factors (e.g.,

Morgeson et al. 2020). Theoretically, we show that only an

integrative view that marries the online primacy effect with

negativity bias and the literature on firm- versus consumer-

initiated information can explain the overall impact of firm

responses to complaints and the underlying role of complaint

publicization. The findings also highlight the importance of

considering platform-specific characteristics in social media

research.

Third, the current work contributes to the literature on social

media communications by documenting how firm responses to

complaints can diminish the positive impact of a firm’s own

posts. This finding highlights that the effects of social media

communications can be more complicated than separate anal-

yses of firm responses and firm posts would indicate. This is

important, given that recent research has documented the

impact of a firm’s social media posts on its bottom line (e.g.,

Li et al. 2020). The discovered within-channel suppression

effect also adds to the literature on integrated marketing com-

munication, as previous research on suppressive effects mostly

focuses on between-channel suppressions (e.g., Sridhar and

Sriram 2015).

Finally, this research makes methodological contributions in

two ways. First, it develops a novel approach to measure the

publicization of complaints on a firm’s social media page (for

details, see the Web Appendix). Such a measure can be used to

investigate how different social media communication strate-

gies impact the composition of a firm’s page. Second, our work

is the first, to the best of our knowledge, to show that product

recalls provide quasiexperimental opportunities to study com-

plaint handling, especially on social media platforms. Prior

quasiexperimental research on online complaint handling

mostly leverages a multiplatform identification strategy (e.g.,

comparing platforms that allow [vs. do not allow] firms to

respond to users; Kumar, Qiu, and Kumar 2018; Wang and

Chaudhry 2018). Our work provides empirical evidence that
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Table 5. The Impact of Firm Responses to Complaints on Daily Abnormal Returns and on the Effectiveness of Firm Tweets Under Each
Response Strategy (Subsample Analysis).

DV = Daily Abnormal Returns (30 Business Days Before the Event Window)

Model

5.1 5.2
Open-Exchange

Response Strategy
Closed-Exchange

Response Strategy

Volume of firm responses to complaints (H3) �.048*** (.006) .011* (.005)
Volume of firm tweets .011* (.005) .012*** (.003)
Volume of firm tweets � Volume of firm responses to complaints (H4) �.078*** (.008) .019*** (.005)
Volume of WOM .058*** (.009) .053*** (.006)
Volume of firm responses to noncomplaint tweets .015*** (.004) .018*** (.003)
Firm tweets � responses to noncomplaint tweets .011 (.009) .005 (.007)
Responses to complaints � responses to noncomplaint tweets .018 (.012) .008 (.011)
Firm fixed effect Yes Yes
Wald’s w 3,542.79 3,127.81
N 1,320 1,890

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses.



recalls cause a spike in the volume of complaints (Appendix

C), and shows how using product recalls, along with sample

matching, is a reasonable way to isolate the impact of firm

responses to complaints. This approach allows for identifying

the source of complaints (i.e., a product recall with known

severity), which would otherwise be challenging.

Table 6. Summary of Major Findings, Contributions, and Implications.

Key Findings Related Literature/Gap Theoretical Contributions Practical Implications

� Firm responses to complaints
increase the public exposure of
complaints (complaint
publicization), negatively impact
perceived quality and firm value
(H1 and H3) and increase the
volume of future complaints.

� Prior research suggests that
firm responses to complaints
mitigate the negative impact of
complaints (e.g., Chung et al.
2020; Wang and Chaudhry
2018).
� Prior research has explored

how firm-controlled factors,
such as firm responsiveness and
response style, impact the
effectiveness of firm responses
to complaints (Herhausen et al.
2019; Kumar, Qiu, and Kumar
2018).
� Little research has explored

how social media platforms’
design features change the
dynamics of firm responses to
complaints.

� By revealing a possible dark side
of complaint handling, this
research contributes to the
literature of online complaint
handling.
� By documenting the impact of a

social media platform’s design
features, this research extends
the complaint handling
literature by adding the role of
platform-controlled features.
� The findings highlight the

importance of considering
platform-specific characteristics
in social media research.

� Firms should acknowledge the
complexity of communication
on social media, a complexity
stemming from the distinct
design features of different
platforms.
� Firms need to craft their social

media communication
strategies in light of a platform’s
idiosyncrasies.
� Firms need to incorporate

tactics to decrease complaint
publicization and its negative
impacts when formulating
complaint handling strategies.

� Firm responses to complaints
diminish the positive impact of
that firm’s own posts (H2 and
H4).

� Prior research has shown that
communicating inconsistent
messages through different
channels may lead to
suppressive effects among
communication efforts (e.g.,
Sridhar and Sriram 2015).
� Chung et al. (2020) show that

firm responses to complaints on
Facebook, a platform where
firm responses do not change
the visibility of complaints,
reinforce the positive impact of
the firm’s own posts.

� This research is the first to
document a suppressive
relationship between firm posts
and firm responses to
complaints, and thus refines our
understanding of the
complexities of firm
communication on social media.

� Firms should try to minimize
the risk of the collocation of
their posts and consumer
complaints.
� Firms can employ a closed-

exchange response strategy,
which could lead to a
reinforcing effect between firm
posts and responses.

� Recall events provide
(quasi)experimental
opportunities to study
complaint handling, especially
on social media platforms.

� Prior (quasi)experimental
research on online-complaint
handling mostly leverages a
multiplatform identification
strategy (e.g., Kumar, Qiu, and
Kumar 2018; Wang and
Chaudhry 2018).

� Research on online complaint
handling can utilize product
recalls (as complaint-inducing
shocks) along with matching
procedures to isolate the
impact of firm responses
(strategies).

� Firm responses to complaints
impact the composition of a
firm’s social media page.
� The impact of complaint

publicization is stronger as the
thread size increases.

� Little research has explored the
possible complaint-publicizing
impact of firm responses to
complaints.

� This research is the first to
document how more back-and-
forth messaging between a firm
and a complainant can increase
the potential public exposure of
complaints

� Firms should actively monitor
the real estate of their social
media page and prevent
complaints from turning it into a
complaint arena.
� If employing an open-exchange

response strategy, firms should
try to minimize the amount of
back-and-forth messaging with a
complainant.
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Managerial Implications

Firms are increasingly using multiple social media platforms for

online complaint handling. Given our results, firms must craft

their online complaint handling strategies in light of each plat-

form’s idiosyncrasies and avoid one-size-fits-all strategies in

responding to complaints. For example, employing strategies

such as transparent complaint handling through multiple commu-

nication exchanges with a complainant may not be beneficial in

all situations and on all social media platforms. Given the design

features of some popular social media platforms, such as Twitter,

such practices on these platforms may have the unintended con-

sequence of conceding the real estate of the firms’ social media

page to complaints. Firms should strive to mitigate the risk of such

complaint publicization, given its negative impacts on perceived

quality, firm value, and the volume of future complaints. Next, we

provide several concrete recommendations.

Actively monitor the real estate of the firm’s social media page. A

firm’s social media page is a public channel, and users fre-

quently visit it. Moreover, the space of a firm’s social media

page gives valuation clues to investors. In Study 2, we devel-

oped a novel measure that directly captures the ratio of the

firm’s page space occupied by complaints (as displayed on

different devices; for details, see the Web Appendix). Firms

could use such analytical tools to actively monitor the compo-

sition of the real estate of their page. Insight provided by such

tools can be utilized to manage the firm’s page and to prevent

complaints from turning it into a complaint arena, as we discuss

next.

Avoid protracted exchanges with complainants. An effective com-

plaint handling strategy on platforms with complaint-

publicizing features enables signaling customer care without

allowing complaints to dominate the firm’s social media page.

According to our findings, such a strategy could positively

impact firm value and reinforce the positive impact of the firm’s

own posts by limiting public responses to a complaint to one

message that invites the complainant to continue the complaint

handling process in a private mode. This strategy enables a firm

to reduce complaint publicization, as a given complaint-

response communication would appear on the top portion of

the firm’s page only once. The following is a real complaint-

response communication between a major public firm active in

the food industry (we call the firm “BeefCo”) that is recalling

one of its frozen poultry products and a customer who owns a

local business. BeefCo, in this case, follows such a strategy.

Customer: Hey @BeefCo! Can you confirm if packages

with an expiration date prior to 7/23 also need

to be taken down? Have been trying to reach

you over the phone for 2 hrs!!

BeefCo: [CustomerName] sorry we have not been able

to answer your calls. We recommend taking

down all packages with an expiration date in

July. You can either discuss the refund process

with your distributor or reach me at service@

beefco.com.

Firms should avoid handling complaints through multi-

ple communication exchanges with a complainant on the public

space of a platform like Twitter. Such a strategy can turn the

firm’s page into a complaint arena where observers are exposed

to consumer complaints. This can lead to decreased firm value,

an increased volume of future complaints, and diminished

effectiveness of the firm’s posts. We present another

complaint-response communication that also happens in the

context of a food recall, in which a firm (which we call

“ChickenCo”) uses such a strategy to handle an almost iden-

tical inquiry.

Customer: Hey @Chicken Co fr? . . . can someone at

least tell me how can I get reimbursed for

this? None of the phone lines work.

ChickenCo: Hey sorry we couldn’t reach out earlier. Can

you tell us more? Date of your order, etc.?

Customer: About a week ago and my O.N. is . . . I should

dispose of the whole order and we are a small

shop!

ChickenCo: We are very sorry. I have assigned a cus-

tomer service agent to reach out to you. Ciao!

Customer: still no luck . . .
ChickenCo: I checked and you should receive a call from

us in few minutes.

If a firm employs such a response strategy, it should at

least try to minimize back-and-forth messaging with a com-

plainant, as larger thread-sizes amplify complaint publicization

and its negative impacts.

Leverage appropriate response styles. Drawing on our analyses,

we make the following recommendations. First, we find that a

closed-exchange response strategy will be even more effective

if firms respond promptly and provide substance (e.g., empathy,

explanation) in their single public response to a complaint.

Interestingly, we find that only 12% of closed-exchange

responses in our sample provide substance in the form of an

explanation or empathy. Our findings suggest that a closed-

exchange strategy can be complemented by adding substance

to the response. This will signal the firm’s seriousness in han-

dling the complaint, as the ultimate outcome of the complaint

handling effort will be unclear to observers (due to the switch to

a private communication mode). Second, although timeliness in

responding is generally encouraged (e.g., Amaresan 2019), our

findings suggest that an open-exchange response strategy,

which is more prone to publicizing complaints, may benefit

from a slower pace in responding. Thus, if conditions necessi-

tate employing an open-exchange response strategy, the firm

should manage response timing judiciously to avoid conceding

the space of its social media page to complaints for long periods.

Use platform functionalities. Social media platforms offer func-

tionalities that may be utilized by a firm to mitigate complaint
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publicization. For example, Twitter allows users to “pin” one

of their own tweets on their page. Given that a tweet pinned by

a firm will permanently appear at the top of its Twitter page, it

can be utilized to reduce the amount of prime space of the

firm’s Twitter page that is conceded to complaint-response

communications.

Avenues for Future Research

Although our study has been conducted in the context of Twit-

ter, we believe that its implications are generalizable and useful

in various settings. First, Twitter’s distinct capability to broad-

cast customer messages is a prime reason the platform is heav-

ily used by consumers issuing complaints and firms handling

those complaints. Given this, and because social media plat-

forms’ design features are constantly evolving, competing plat-

forms may emulate Twitter and its features. Second, even

though the precise dynamics of complaint publicization might

differ across platforms, we already have seen similar broad-

casting algorithms used in comparable platforms. So, insights

into the broader phenomenon of complaint publicization and its

consequences extend beyond Twitter. That said, replication

studies that consider other platforms with complaint-

publicizing features can further add to the robustness of our

findings.

Second, although we match treatment and control firms on

the basis of their recall severity in Study 2, future research must

consider field settings that allow for a clearer identification of

the impact of firm responses from that of the recall itself. Third,

in Study 2, we distinguished between closed-exchange and

open-exchange response strategies. While this natural distinc-

tion in response strategies provided an identification opportu-

nity to test the impact of complaint publicization in a

quasiexperimental fashion, this distinction, in itself, is worth

further investigation. How does a firm decide to use a given

strategy? Moreover, what are the broader implications of such a

decision? Relatedly, while the current research reveals the neg-

ative impacts of complaint publicization, future research could

explore possible boundary conditions to these effects. For

example, are there contexts in which complaint publicization

is beneficial or an open-exchange response strategy is more

effective than a closed-exchange strategy? Under some circum-

stances, the benefits of full transparency in complaint handling

might outweigh the negative impacts of the increased public

exposure of complaints. In such conditions, the effect of com-

plaint publicization might be different from that found in the

current study. Exploring boundary conditions to the complaint

publicization phenomenon could further enrich our understand-

ing of the impact of complaint handling strategies on social

media.

Appendix A. Summary of Variables, Operationalizations, and Data Sources.

Variable Operationalization Source Study

Tobin’s q (Market value of common stock shares þ book value of preferred
stock þ book value of long-term debt þ book value of
inventories þ book value of current liabilities – book value of
current assets)/(book value of total assets)

Compustat One

Perceived quality YouGov item: “Is the brand of good or poor quality—irrespective
of price?”

YouGov

Volume of firm tweets The # of firm tweets Twitter
Volume of firm responses The # of firm responses
Volume of firm responses

to complaints
The # of firm responses to complaint tweets

Volume of firm responses
to noncomplaint tweets

The # of firm responses to noncomplaint tweets

Average length of firm tweets Average # of words in the tweets of a firm
Volume of WOM The # of user tweets that included the name of a firm or mentioned

its Twitter account
Twitter (third-party data)

Advertising intensity Advertising expenses scaled by sales Ad$pender and Compustat
Cost of goods sold —
Competitive intensity Reciprocal of the Hirschmann–Herfindahl index (sum of the

squared market shares for all firms in the same four-digit
Standard Industrial Classification code)

Financial leverage Long-term debt scaled by total assets
Organizational slack Net cash flows from operating activities scaled by total assets
R&D intensity Total R&D expenditures scaled by sales
Return on assets Income before extraordinary items scaled by total assets
Industry size Total sales of all firms in the same industry

(continued)
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Appendix A. (continued)

Variable Operationalization Source Study

Daily abnormal returns Rit � Rft ¼ b0i þ b1i Rmt � Rftð Þ þ b2iSMBt þ b3iHMLt þ Eit CRSP Two
Volume of future complaints The number of complaints directed at a firm in a window of 30

business days following the event window
Twitter (Proprietary data)

Open-exchange response strategy Equal to 1 for firms that handle more than 75% of complaints
through multiple communication exchanges on Twitter itself

Closed-exchange response strategy Equal to 1 for firms that handle more than 75% of complaints
through one public message on Twitter, inviting the complainant
to continue the complaint handling process in a private mode

Response timeliness The reciprocal of the time lag between the consumer complaint and
the firm’s response (averaged for each day within the event
window)

Intensity of explanation in firm
response

Daily avg. # of words in a firm response matching the words in the
LIWC dictionary “cogproc” scaled by the # of words

Intensity of empathy in firm
response

Daily avg. # of words in a firm response matching the words in the
LIWC dictionary “affect” scaled by the # of words

Volume of complaint tweets The daily # of unique complaint threads (back-and-forth) within the
event window

Valence of complaint tweets Weighted positivity of complaint tweets (using AFINN dictionary;
averaged for each day within the event window)

Volume of noncomplaint tweets The daily # of unique noncomplaint threads (back-and-forth) within
the event window

Valence of noncomplaint tweets Weighted positivity of noncomplaint tweets (using AFINN
dictionary; averaged for each day within the event window)

Intensity of high arousal emotions
(disgust, fear/anxiety, anger)
in complaints

The # of words in a complaint matching the words in the “disgust”
dictionary (developed by Herhausen et al. [2019]), and those
matching the words in LIWC dictionaries “anx” and “anger”
scaled by the total # of words (averaged for each day within the
event window)

Intensity of low arousal emotions
in complaints

Daily avg. # of words in a complaint matching the words in the
LIWC dictionary “sad” scaled by the total # of words

Complaint complexity The # of words in a complaint with more than six letters per
sentence (averaged for each day within the event window)

Complaint length Average # of words in complaints for each day within the event
window

Engagement with a complaint prior
to firm response

Average daily # of likes a complaint received before a firm response

Time of day when the complaint was
tweeted

Night: 12:00 A.M. and 5:59 A.M.; morning 6:00 A.M.�11:59 A.M.;
afternoon: 12:00 P.M. and 5:59 P.M.; evening: 6:00 P.M. and 11:59
P.M. (averaged across all of complaints within each day)

Number of followers of the firm’s
Twitter account

Natural logarithm of daily # of followers of the account within
the event window (measured at the end of the day)

Complaint-related firm
responsiveness

The # of firm responses to complaints scaled by the total # of
complaints

Noncomplaint-related firm
responsiveness

The # of firm responses to noncomplaints scaled by the total # of
noncomplaint tweets

Intensity of apology in firm response Dictionary developed by Herhausen et al. (2019)
Whether compensation was offered Dictionary developed by Herhausen et al. (2019)
Variation in response sequence Variance in the proportion of empathic and explanatory words

across firm responses to different complaints
Whether the firm is a target of retail

investors
Equal to 1 for firms with below-median institutional holdings, and

equal to 0 otherwise.
13-f filings

Firm’s newsworthiness Natural logarithm of one plus the # of daily news articles on the
Dow Jones Edition (relevance score above 20)

RavenPack

Notes: CRSP ¼ Center for Research in Security Prices; LIWC ¼ Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count.
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Appendix B. Description of the Variables Used For Matched-Sample Construction in Study 2.

Variable Operationalization Source Identification Notes

Momentum Average of cumulative stock returns from the
12th month to the 2nd month prior to the
event month

CRSP Ensures that abnormal returns in the
[�5d, þ5d] window are not
different due to different market
fundamentals and trendsMarket cap Stock price on the last business day of the

month prior to the event month multiplied
by the number of shares outstanding

Book-to-market value Book value of equity for the fiscal year prior to
the event divided by market value of equity at
the end of that year

Compustat

Recall severity Dummy equal to 1 if the recall involves severe
quality defects (NHTSA recalls), or if the
recall is in categories A and B (CPSC recalls)
or if the recall is in categories I and II (FDA
recalls).

CPSC, NHTSA, and FDA Ensures treatment and control firms
are not different in the levels of
severity of recall

Number of followers
of the firm’s Twitter
account

Natural logarithm of the daily number
of followers of the account averaged across
all of the days within the 12 months leading
to the event month

Twitter (proprietary
data)

Ensures treatment and control firms
are not different in terms of the
direct audience of their Twitter
communications

Volume of complaint
tweets

Measured in the 12-month period leading to the
event month

Ensures treatment and control firms
are not different in preshock levels
of complaints and complaint
characteristics

Valence of complaint
tweets

Weighted positivity of complaint tweets (using
AFINN dictionary) measured in the
12-month period leading to the event month

Intensity of high arousal
emotions (disgust, fear/
anxiety, anger)
in complaints

The number of words in a complaint matching
the words in the “disgust” dictionary, and
those matching the words in LIWC
dictionaries “anx” and “anger” scaled by the
total number of words (averaged across all of
complaints within the 12-month leading to
the event month)

Intensity of low arousal
emotion (sadness) in
complaints

The number of words in a complaint matching
the words in the LIWC dictionary “sad”
scaled by the total number of words
(averaged across all of complaints within the
12-month leading to the event month)

Complaint complexity The average number of words with more than
six letters per sentence in a complaint
(averaged across all of complaints within the
12-month leading to the event month)

Complaint length The average number of words in a complaint
(averaged across all of the complaints within
the 12-month leading to the event month)

Engagement with
a complaint prior
to firm response

The number of likes a complaint has received
before firm response (averaged across all of
the complaints within the 12-month leading
to the event month)

Time of day when
the complaint was
tweeted

Night: 12:00 A.M. and 5:59 A.M.; morning
6:00 A.M.–11:59 A.M.; afternoon: 12:00 P.M. and
5:59 P.M.; evening: 6:00 P.M. and 11:59 P.M.
(averaged across all of complaints within the
12 months leading to the event month)

Volume of noncomplaint
tweets

Measured in the 12-month period leading to the
event month

Ensures treatment and control firms
are not different in preshock levels
and characteristics of noncomplaint
tweets

Valence of noncomplaint
tweets

Weighted positivity of noncomplaint tweets
(using AFINN dictionary) averaged across all
of the noncomplaint tweets within the
12-month period leading to the event month

Complaint-related firm
responsiveness

The number of firm responses to complaint
tweets scaled by the number of complaint
tweets

Ensures that preshock differences in
perceptions about a firm’s
responsiveness do not drive the
observed effect

(continued)
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